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Celebrating National Health Care Environmental Service Week
September 8th-14th was Environmental Services (EVS) Week.
Memorial Medical Center honored the EVS professionals
for the important contributions they make every day to keep
the healthcare environment clean and safe for patients and
staff. EVS is integral to every healthcare system’s infection
prevention effort. With emerging infectious diseases,
contagious viral strains, and antibiotic resistant ‘superbugs’
which are a major threat for healthcare institutions large and
small, knowledge of proper infection control measures within
the healthcare setting is of utmost importance. The prevention
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of infectious disease is the primary concern for our EVS workers.
Help us celebrate by saying ‘thank you’ by being respectful to them for the hard work they do all year long.

Memorial Specialty Clinic Opens in Deming, NM
Memorial realizes the inconvenience for patients to have to travel to see a
specialist, that is why we have made all the arrangements to have our
specialists from Las Cruces bring their services to Deming, NM. We are
dedicated to providing total healthcare to patients and their families in the
southwest and surrounding areas of Deming, Columbus, Lordsburg, and Silver City. Our specialty physicians visit the
Deming clinic and see patients scheduled on a regular basis. Specialists can order diagnostic imaging, laboratory
testing and can even perform procedures providing the compassionate care you need while allowing you to remain
close to home.

Memorial Impact of “Quality Care” Video
Here at Memorial we work very diligently to provide very high-quality safe patient
care. It takes coordination and focus from all levels and all departments of our
hospital to make this happen on a daily basis. Please see our newest “Quality
Care” video to learn more on what Memorial Medical Center has to offer.
Visit our

channel at: https://www.youtube.com/user/MMCLasCruces
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